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BackgroundBackground
►► Since the beginning, coupled climateSince the beginning, coupled climate--biosphere model  biosphere model  

results about the fate of the Amazon forest in a high COresults about the fate of the Amazon forest in a high CO22
scenario have been contradictoryscenario have been contradictory

Cox et al., Cox et al., NatureNature 2000 (Acceleration of global warming due to 2000 (Acceleration of global warming due to 
carboncarbon--cycle feedbacks in a coupled climate model): cycle feedbacks in a coupled climate model): 
►► ““......vegetation carbon in South America begins to decline, as a drying 

and warming of Amazonia initiates loss of forest. This is driven purely 
by climate change...””

► “...the possible climate-driven loss of the Amazon rainforest rest upon 
uncertain aspects of regional climate change.”

Levis et al., Levis et al., J. ClimateJ. Climate 2000 (Large scale vegetation feedbacks on a 2000 (Large scale vegetation feedbacks on a 
doubled COdoubled CO22 climate):climate):
►► ““In tropical regions, increased vegetation cover enhances transpiIn tropical regions, increased vegetation cover enhances transpiration ration 

more than decreased more than decreased stomatalstomatal conductance weakens it and triggers a conductance weakens it and triggers a 
positive feedback throughout the hydrologic cycle, which leads tpositive feedback throughout the hydrologic cycle, which leads to o 
increased precipitation and wetter soils.increased precipitation and wetter soils.””
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BackgroundBackground

►►What are the differences between those two What are the differences between those two 
simulations simulations (Cox et al. 2000, Levis et al. 2000)(Cox et al. 2000, Levis et al. 2000)??

Different modelsDifferent models
Rising (transient) x double (equilibrium) CORising (transient) x double (equilibrium) CO22

Dynamic x fixed atmospheric CODynamic x fixed atmospheric CO22

SSTs: Dynamic ocean x slab layer oceanSSTs: Dynamic ocean x slab layer ocean

Our goal hereOur goal here

►►Investigate why experiments disagree on Investigate why experiments disagree on 
the fate of the Amazon after a climate the fate of the Amazon after a climate 
change change 

►►Experiment with different COExperiment with different CO22
concentrations, concentrations, radiativeradiative x physiological x physiological 
effects, SST patternseffects, SST patterns

►►Initially tried only the SRES A2 scenarioInitially tried only the SRES A2 scenario
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Model usedModel used

►► NCAR CCM3 T42 (2.8 x 2.8) L18NCAR CCM3 T42 (2.8 x 2.8) L18
►► IBIS dynamic global vegetation modelIBIS dynamic global vegetation model
►► Fixed SSTsFixed SSTs

►► Same model used by the LLNL model (PCM) in Same model used by the LLNL model (PCM) in 
IPCC and CIPCC and C44MIP runs, except for MIP runs, except for 

fixed SSTsfixed SSTs
fixed carbon cyclefixed carbon cycle
improved calibration for the Amazon from the LBA improved calibration for the Amazon from the LBA 
towerstowers

Calibration for the Amazon 1/3Calibration for the Amazon 1/3

►► Used four different Used four different 
towers (towers (SantarSantaréémm k67, k67, 
SantarSantaréémm k83, Manaus k83, Manaus 
k34, k34, JaruJaru))

►► At least one year of At least one year of 
data for each sitedata for each site
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Calibration for the Amazon 2/3Calibration for the Amazon 2/3

Manaus k34

Manaus k34

Calibration for the Amazon 3/3Calibration for the Amazon 3/3

0.263 0.263 ·· 1010558.58.51201200.9800.980Manaus k34Manaus k34

0.5270.527·· 10105510.010.01201200.9970.997Rebio JaruRebio Jaru

0.3250.325·· 1010558.58.51201200.9970.997SantarSantaréém km 67m km 67

0.2630.263·· 1010558.08.01201200.9970.997SantarSantaréém km 83m km 83

CCHSHS

(J m(J m2 2 °°CC--11))

mmVVmaxmax

((μμmol mmol m2 2 ss11))

ββ22
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Experiment designExperiment design

►► 4 134 13--yr runs yr runs 
20012001--2013 2013 
20132013--2026 2026 
20262026--2039 2039 
20392039--20522052

►► 3 3 combinationscombinations
FullFull SRES A2 SRES A2 scenarioscenario (R CO(R CO22, P CO, P CO22, SST , SST derivedderived byby LLNL PCM)LLNL PCM)
SRES A2 R+P COSRES A2 R+P CO22 (1990 SST)(1990 SST)
SRES A2 R COSRES A2 R CO22 onlyonly (1990 SST, 1990 P CO(1990 SST, 1990 P CO22))

ResultsResults

Tropical evergreen forest
Tropical deciduous rainforest
Temperate deciduous forest
Temperate evergreen forest
Boreal forest
Mixed forest
Savanna
Grassland
Dense shrubland
Sparse shrubland
Desert

Vegetation cover 2039Vegetation cover 2000

Full SRES A2, SST 
provided by PCM for 
the same scenario

SRES A2 R+P CO2, 
1990s SST
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ResultsResults

Vegetation cover 
2039, full SRES A2, 

SST provided by PCM 
for the same scenario
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ResultsResults
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Is Is thisthis totallytotally unexpectedunexpected??

IPCC AR4 2007 Summary for Policy Makers
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ConclusionsConclusions

►► ThereThere maymay bebe pointspoints ofof abrupt abrupt changechange in in thethe coupledcoupled
atmosphereatmosphere--biospherebiosphere systemsystem inin AmazoniaAmazonia

►► TheThe mainmain driverdriver ofof thethe the structure of the Amazon the structure of the Amazon 
vegetation is apparently the Pacific and Atlantic SSTsvegetation is apparently the Pacific and Atlantic SSTs

►► PartiallyPartially coupledcoupled experimentsexperiments ((dynamicdynamic climateclimate--vegetationvegetation, , 
controlledcontrolled SSTsSSTs) ) helphelp investigateinvestigate thethe driversdrivers ofof vegetationvegetation--
climateclimate changechange

►► A new A new experimentexperiment is is underunder wayway to to evaluateevaluate thethe effectseffects ofof
differentdifferent SST SST patternspatterns for for twotwo IPCC IPCC scenariosscenarios


